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Effects of tobacco smoke on gene expression<p>Oligonucleotide micr array analysi  revealed 175 genes that are differentially expressed in large airway epithelial cells of people who currently smoke co pared with those who n ver smoked, wi  28 classi ied as irreversible, 6 as slowly reversible, and 139 as ra idly revers-ibl .</p>
Abstract
Background: Tobacco use remains the leading preventable cause of death in the US. The risk of
dying from smoking-related diseases remains elevated for former smokers years after quitting. The
identification of irreversible effects of tobacco smoke on airway gene expression may provide
insights into the causes of this elevated risk.
Results: Using oligonucleotide microarrays, we measured gene expression in large airway
epithelial cells obtained via bronchoscopy from never, current, and former smokers (n = 104).
Linear models identified 175 genes differentially expressed between current and never smokers,
and classified these as irreversible (n = 28), slowly reversible (n = 6), or rapidly reversible (n = 139)
based on their expression in former smokers. A greater percentage of irreversible and slowly
reversible genes were down-regulated by smoking, suggesting possible mechanisms for persistent
changes, such as allelic loss at 16q13. Similarities with airway epithelium gene expression changes
caused by other environmental exposures suggest that common mechanisms are involved in the
response to tobacco smoke. Finally, using irreversible genes, we built a biomarker of ever exposure
to tobacco smoke capable of classifying an independent set of former and current smokers with
81% and 100% accuracy, respectively.
Conclusion: We have categorized smoking-related changes in airway gene expression by their
degree of reversibility upon smoking cessation. Our findings provide insights into the mechanisms
leading to reversible and persistent effects of tobacco smoke that may explain former smokers
increased risk for developing tobacco-induced lung disease and provide novel targets for
chemoprophylaxis. Airway gene expression may also serve as a sensitive biomarker to identify
individuals with past exposure to tobacco smoke.
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Tobacco use remains the leading preventable cause of death
in the United States, and cigarette smoking is the primary
cause of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and respira-
tory-tract cancers. Smoking is responsible for approximately
440,000 deaths per year in the US, resulting in 5.6 million
years of potential life lost, $75 billion in direct medical costs,
and $82 billion in lost productivity [1]. Exposure to tobacco
smoke is widespread - approximately 45 million Americans
are current smokers and 46 million are former smokers [2].
The risk of dying from smoking related diseases such as lung
cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease remains
elevated for former smokers compared to never smokers [3].
In the Dorn Study of US veterans, the Kaiser Permanente Pro-
spective Mortality Study, and American Cancer Society Can-
cer Prevention Study I (CPS-I) populations, the risk of death
from lung cancer among former smokers was elevated above
never smokers 20 or more years following cessation [4]. The
Iowa Women's Health Study also found that former smokers
had an elevated lung cancer risk compared with never smok-
ers and that the risk for adenocarcinoma was elevated up to
30 years after quitting [5]. As an increasing fraction of current
smokers become former smokers, more lung cancer cases will
occur in former smokers as the absolute risk of lung cancer in
the population declines [6]. It would be useful, therefore, to
understand why former smokers remain at risk for lung can-
cer after smoking cessation in order to develop chemoproph-
ylaxis treatments that might reduce risk.
A number of studies have shown that histologically normal
large airway epithelial cells of current and former smokers
with and without lung cancer display allelic loss [7,8],
genomic instability [9], p53 mutations [10], changes in DNA
methylation in the promoter regions of several genes (includ-
ing RARβ, H-cadherin, APC, p16INK4a, and RASFF1 [11,12]),
as well as changes in telomerase activity [13,14]. Many of the
changes persist in smokers for years after cessation [8,9].
These observations suggest that the entire respiratory tree is
affected by cigarette smoke, and that large airway cells might
provide insight into the types and degree of epithelial cell
injury that have occurred in current or former smokers.
We have previously reported a genome-wide expression pro-
filing study of large bronchial airway epithelial cells obtained
via bronchoscopy from never, current, and former smokers
[15]. In that study, we defined the baseline airway gene
expression profile among healthy never smokers and identi-
fied gene expression changes that occur in response to smoke
exposure. Of note, we found that a subset of genes modulated
by smoking did not return to baseline years after smoking ces-
sation. However, the limited sample size of the former
smoker group (n = 18) precluded a detailed study of gene
expression reversibility post-smoking cessation.
In this study, we collected airway epithelial cells from a larger
sample of never, current, and former smokers and developed
statistical models to identify the gene expression changes
associated with smoking and categorized the degree to which
these are reversible upon smoking cessation. We further
explored the relationship between these gene expression
changes and a number of publicly available human bronchial
epithelial microarray datasets. The comparison of our dataset
with the other datasets provides insights into common mech-
anisms airway epithelial cells use in response to a variety of
different toxins. Lastly, development of a biomarker for ever
tobacco smoke exposure using genes irreversibly altered by
cigarette smoke provided additional validation of the gene
expression changes upon smoking cessation and may provide
a useful tool for epidemiological studies.
Results
Patient population
Demographic information for the 21 never, 31 former, and 52
current smokers used in the present study are shown in Table
1. There were significant differences in age among the three
groups (P < 0.05 by pairwise t-tests); however, there was no
significant difference between cumulative tobacco exposure
between the former and current smokers.
Effect of smoking and smoking cessation
Three-hundred and forty-three probesets show significant
differences in intensity between current and never smokers
Table 1
Demographic information for the never, former, and current smokers
Never Former Current
n 21 31 52
Age 32.3 (10.7) 55.9 (14.7) 48.6 (15.2)
Pack years 34.0 (30.1) 34.5 (34.2)
Months since quitting 145.2 (162.82)
The mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) are reported. There is a significant age difference between the groups (P < 0.05 for all two-way 
group comparisons by t-test).Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
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nbased on the significance of the current smoking status varia-
ble in the linear model (q-value < 0.05 corresponding to a P <
7.6 × 10-4; see Materials and methods). Two-hundred and
nineteen probesets remained after applying a filter to retain
only probesets where the absolute current smoking status
coefficient was greater than or equal to 0.584 (corresponds to
an age-adjusted fold change between current and never
smokers of 1.5). Finally, after filtering out redundant
probesets (probesets representing the same gene) from this
set of 219 probesets, probesets representing 175 genes
remained. There was a high degree of overlap (78%) between
genes we previously identified as being perturbed by active
cigarette smoke exposure [15] and the 175 genes identified by
the linear model.
The 175 genes differentially expressed between current and
never smokers were classified as irreversible, slowly reversi-
ble, or rapidly reversible based on their behavior in former
smokers (Figure 1). This yielded 28 irreversible genes, 6
slowly reversible genes, 139 rapidly reversible genes, and 2
indeterminate genes. The 139 rapidly reversible genes were
subsequently divided into three equal tertiles based on their
percent reversibility (see Materials and methods; Figure 2a).
Genes classified as slowly reversible were characterized by the
time point at which the age-adjusted fold change between
never and former smokers dropped below the threshold of 1.5
(see Materials and methods). The time point is greater than
78 months for all of the genes classified as slowly reversible
(Figure 2b). A list of the 175 genes as well as their reversibility
classification and percentage is displayed in Additional data
file 1. The gene expression level was confirmed by quantita-
tive real time PCR for two irreversible and two rapidly revers-
ible genes (Figure 3).
Interestingly, 65% of the slowly reversible and irreversible
genes were down-regulated by smoking, while only 23% of
rapidly reversible genes were down-regulated by smoking
(Fisher exact test P = 7.2 × 10-6). Amongst the rapidly revers-
ible genes, those that were down-regulated tended to be the
least reversible as determined by percent reversibility (Fisher
exact test P = 0.0001 comparing the proportion of down-reg-
ulated genes in each tertile). Genes down-regulated by smok-
ing, for example, account for only 6.5% of the most reversible
tertile of rapidly reversible genes (n = 46), but account for
43% of the least reversible tertile (Figure 2a).
As expected, a principal component analysis (PCA) using the
irreversible and slowly reversible genes shows that former
smokers are similar to current smokers (Figure 4a), while a
PCA using the most reversible tertile of rapidly reversible
genes demonstrates the reverse (Figure 4b). The PCA analy-
ses also demonstrate heterogeneity among former smokers.
There are 3 former smokers (time since quit smoking 96, 156,
and 300 months) in Figure 4a that cluster with the never
smokers and 3 former smokers (time since quit smoking 3, 6,
and 14 months) in Figure 4b that cluster with the current
smokers, raising the possibility that these individuals may
have a different physiological response to tobacco smoke. A
heatmap of the gene expression levels of never, former, and
current smokers across the slowly reversible and irreversible
genes as well as the most reversible tertile of rapidly reversi-
ble genes demonstrates the greater proportion of genes
down-regulated by smoking among the irreversible and
slowly reversible genes (Figure 4c).
EASE [16] was used to identify which Gene Ontology (GO)
molecular function categories [17], KEGG pathways [18],
GenMAPP pathways [19], and chromosomal cytobands are
over-represented (Permutation P ≤ 0.01) among genes desig-
nated as irreversible and slowly reversible or reversible com-
pared to all annotated genes on the Affymetrix U133A
microarray (Table 2). The metallothioneins (MT1G, MT1X,
and MT1F) and the chemokine CX3CL1 are located on Cyto-
band 16q13, which is over-represented among irreversible
and slowly reversible genes (Figure 4a). Although not all met-
allothioneins in the region of 16q13 were present in the list of
175 genes, all of the probesets on the U133A corresponding to
MT4, MT3, MT2A, MT1E, MT1M, MT1F, MT1G, MT1H, and
MT1X were down-regulated in current smokers. Genes
involved in the metabolism of the carcinogenic components
of cigarette smoke, including electron transporter activity and
oxidoreductase activity, are over-represented among the rap-
idly reversible genes. Genes with oxidoreductase activity,
such as the aldo-keto reductases, aldehyde dehydrogenases,
and the cytochrome p450s, were predominantly present in
the most reversible tertile of the rapidly reversible genes
(Fisher Exact P = 1.3 × 10-5 comparing the proportions of
genes in each tertile with oxidoreductase activity; Figure 4c).
Enrichment of irreversible and reversible genes in 
bronchial epithelial cell datasets
In order to confirm the impact of smoking on airway epithe-
lial cell gene expression and examine the specificity of this
response, we compared our findings with ten other previously
published human bronchial airway epithelial cell microarray
datasets involving a variety of exposures (Additional data file
2). PCAs were performed for each of the 10 datasets across the
175 genes (differentially expressed between never and current
smokers) that could be mapped to the microarray platform
used in each study using gene symbols (data not shown). Of
the 175 genes, 173 had gene symbols, and all of these mapped
to the following datasets: GSE5264, GSE3397, GSE3320
GSE3183, GSE2111, and GSE620. One-hundred forty-nine
genes mapped to GSE2302 and GSE1276, and 135 genes
mapped to datasets GSE1815 and GSE3004. The relationship
between the experimental conditions studied in each of the
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets to our dataset was
defined using gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA; Table 3).
Significant GSEA results (p value < 0.05 and false discovery
rate (FDR) < 0.25) are displayed in Figure 5a. Genes that are
perturbed by smoking in the present study are also enriched
or differentially expressed (by the signal to noise metric [20])Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
R201.4 Genome Biology 2007,     Volume 8, Issue 9, Article R201       Beane et al. http://genomebiology.com/2007/8/9/R201in the three smoking datasets, corroborating the gene expres-
sion changes identified by the linear model. Genes up- and
down-regulated by smoking in our dataset were most closely
related to (had the highest enrichment scores) genes differen-
tially expressed in dataset GSE3320. GSE3320 was generated
using epithelial cells obtained from the small airways (10th to
12th order) at bronchoscopy from both non-smoking and
smoking volunteers, and is thus the most closely related to
our dataset [21]. Genes up-regulated by smoking in our data-
set are also up-regulated in dataset GSE2302. The lack of
enrichment in genes down-regulated by smoking in our data-
set and genes down-regulated in GSE2302 may reflect differ-
Methodology for gene classification by degree of reversibility upon smoking cessationFigure 1
Methodology for gene classification by degree of reversibility upon smoking cessation. For each probeset, the relationship between gene expression in log2 
scale (ge), age, current smoking status (xcurr), former smoking status (xform), and the interaction between former smoking status and months elapsed since 
quitting smoking (xtq) was examined with the linear regression model. Genes differentially expressed between current (C) and never (N) smokers were 
categorized based on their behavior in former smokers (F) relative to never smokers as a function of time since smoking cessation. Genes were classified 
as 'rapidly reversible' if there was not a significant difference between former and never smokers. Genes were classified as 'indeterminate' if there was a 
significant difference between former and never smokers, but the age-adjusted fold change between former and never smokers was not greater than or 
equal to 1.5. If the fold change criterion was met, genes were classified as 'slowly reversible' if there was a significant relationship between gene expression 
and time since quitting smoking or as 'irreversible' if there was not a significant relationship with time.
Identify genes differentially expressed between
C and N
βcurr q-value < 0.05
Absolute (bcurr) > 0.584
(Age-adjusted Fold Change (C/N) >1.5)
n=175 genes
Classify genes
Irreversible Slowly Reversible
Rapidly Reversible
Indeterminate
βform p-value <0.001
Absolute (βform)>0.584
(Age-adjusted Fold Change (F/N)>1.5)
βform.tq p-value < 0.01
YesNo
YesNo
YesNo
n=2 genes
n=28 genes n=6 genes
n=139 genes
Regression Equation
gei = β0 + βage*xage+βcurr*xcurr+βform*xform+βform.tq*xform*xtq+eiGenome Biology 2007, 8:R201
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nences between the effects of acute and chronic cigarette
smoke exposure; our study is likely to capture the gene
expression consequences of chronic exposure while bronchial
cell cultures in the GSE2302 series were exposed to smoke for
only 15 minutes and assayed at 4 and 24 hour time points
after the exposure.
In contrast to the above two datasets, the similarity between
the gene expression changes in our dataset and those in
GSE1276 was not as strong. GSE1276 used bronchial epithe-
lial cells obtained from cadavers to study the effects of the S9
microsomal fraction from 1254-Aroclor treated rats and ciga-
rette smoke condensate from two different brands of ciga-
rettes at 2, 4, 8, and 12 hour time points [22]. Genes down-
regulated by smoking in our dataset were also down-regu-
lated in epithelial cells treated with S9 plus cigarette smoke
condensate for 8 and 12 hours compared to earlier time
points. The uniqueness of GSE1276 is potentially due to the
S9 treatment, which had unexpected broad effects on gene
expression that may enhance or suppress the effects of the
tobacco smoke condensate [22].
Genes that are perturbed by tobacco smoke exposure in our
dataset also show some evidence of differential expression in
six out of seven additional bronchial epithelial cell datasets.
Genes up-regulated by smoking tended to be genes that are
down-regulated by interferon gamma treatment for 24 hours
in (GSE1815) [23], suggesting that smoking may have an
immunosuppressive effect. Genes up-regulated in smoking
also tended to be genes that are down-regulated at later time
points during mucociliary differentiation (GSE5264) [24],
suggesting that the damage caused by tobacco-smoke induces
genes that are expressed more highly in undifferentiated epi-
thelial cells. Genes down-regulated by smoking tended to be
genes that are up-regulated in response to zinc sulfate
(GSE2111) [25]. These included the metallothionein genes
(MT1X, MT1F, and MT1G). Taken together, the above results
suggest that the bronchial epithelial cell response to tobacco
smoke exposure consists of components that are shared with
the response to a variety of other exposures.
Identifying common biological themes across datasets
In order to build upon the relationships between the datasets
described above, we sought to establish additional
relationships at the functional or pathway level. Gene lists
composed of the genes in each of the over-represented gene
categories (Table 2) were used to determine if these gene cat-
egories tended to be differentially expressed in the other
bronchial cell datasets using GSEA (Figure 5b). This analysis
shows that genes in five of the six functional categories that
are induced by smoking and rapidly reversible upon smoking
cessation also tended to be differentially expressed in two of
the three smoking datasets. This further strengthens the
notion that a similar bronchial epithelial response to tobacco
smoke exposure is being detected in these datasets. Addition-
ally, genes involved in oxidoreductase activity (which we
found to be induced by smoking and rapidly reversible upon
smoking cessation) are enriched among genes down-regu-
lated during differentiation (GSE5264) or in response to
interferon gamma treatment (GSE1815). These genes are also
enriched among genes up-regulated in response to 4-phenyl-
butyrate (4-PBA) (GSE620) or interleukin-13 (GSE3183).
Biomarker of past exposure
Irreversible gene expression changes in response to tobacco
smoke exposure suggest that a gene expression biomarker
can be developed that indicates whether an individual has
ever been exposed to tobacco smoke. The ability of such a
biomarker to accurately classify additional former smoker
samples would serve as an important validation of the irre-
versible gene expression changes we identified. A biomarker
of tobacco exposure was constructed using the 28 irreversible
genes and a training set of never and former smokers from
our primary dataset (n = 52). A support vector machine
(SVM) classifier was able to classify 100% of the training set
samples correctly. The SVM was then first used to predict the
tobacco exposure status of the current smokers in our dataset.
Not surprisingly, as these samples were used to define the 28
irreversible genes despite having not used these samples to
develop the SVM, the SVM correctly predicted 89% of current
smokers as having had exposure to cigarette smoke. The 6
current smokers predicted incorrectly had low pack-years
(average was 9.5 in contrast to the group average of 34.5). In
addition, current and former smokers from a previous study
(GSE4115) [26] that did not overlap with the samples used in
this study were used as an additional test set. In this dataset,
the SVM correctly classified 100% of current smokers and
81% of former smokers. Dividing the former smokers from
dataset GSE4115 into 3 groups, former smokers who quit less
than 2 years ago (n = 12), former smokers who quit greater
than or equal to 2 years but less than 10 years ago (n = 15), and
former smokers who quit greater than or equal to 10 years ago
(n = 20) yielded similar accuracies (83%, 80%, and 80%,
respectively). Finally, the SVM correctly predicted the class of
all samples from non-smokers (n = 4) and 80% of samples
from smokers (n = 5) from a recently published dataset
(GSE5372). The accuracy of the biomarker in predicting
samples from datasets GSE4115 and GSE5372 was signifi-
cantly better than the accuracies obtained in 1,000 runs that
trained the SVM on class-randomized training sets (P = 0.01
and P = 0.001, respectively; Table 4).
Discussion
Using linear models, we have identified genes differentially
expressed in airway epithelium between never and current
smokers and have characterized expression levels of these
genes in former smokers who quit smoking for different peri-
ods of time. The majority (79%) of genes differentially
expressed between current and never smokers are rapidly
reversible upon smoking cessation while the remainders are
either slowly reversible or irreversible. Differences betweenGenome Biology 2007, 8:R201
R201.6 Genome Biology 2007,     Volume 8, Issue 9, Article R201       Beane et al. http://genomebiology.com/2007/8/9/R201Figure 2 (see legend on next page)
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nthe rapidly reversible and slowly reversible or irreversible
genes further suggest that their expression might be regulated
through different mechanisms. The rapidly reversible genes
have different biological functions than the slowly reversible
or irreversible genes, suggesting that they might distinguish
between an acute response to tobacco smoke and a more
long-lasting response to tobacco smoke induced epithelial cell
damage. The gene expression consequences of tobacco smoke
exposure we identified are similar to gene expression changes
observed in other human bronchial airway gene expression
datasets involving tobacco smoke. Commonalities with
human bronchial airway datasets involving other exposures
suggest that the response to tobacco smoke exposure involves
a number of common bronchial airway pathways. The accu-
racy of a biomarker of tobacco smoke exposure using irrevers-
ible genes in additional samples suggests that the
irreversibility of these gene expression changes may provide
a useful tool for assessing past exposure to tobacco smoke.
Many of the rapidly reversible genes are up-regulated by
smoking and are involved in a protective or adaptive response
to tobacco exposure and the detoxification of tobacco smoke
components. The cytochrome p450s, CYP1A1 and CYP1B1, for
example, are among the rapidly reversible genes and are
involved in the oxidation of many compounds, including fatty
acids, steroids, and xenobiotics. CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 have
been previously described as being up-regulated in response
to smoke [27] and CYP1B1 polymorphisms can influence the
risk of developing lung cancer among never smokers [28].
Several aldo-keto reductases, like AKR1B10 and AKR1C1, are
also rapidly reversible upon smoking cessation. Aldo-keto
reductases are soluble NADPH oxidoreductases that are
involved in the activation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons present in tobacco smoke and in the detoxification of
highly carcinogenic nicotine-derived nitrosamino-ketone
(NNK) compounds [29]. Another class of rapidly reversible
genes are the aldehyde dehydrogenases, such as ALDH3A1,
which are involved in the oxidation of toxic aldehydes pro-
duced from oxidative stress and exposure to tobacco smoke
[30]. Both the cytochrome p450s and the aldehyde dehydro-
genases have been found to be up-regulated in respiratory tis-
sue from rats exposed to smoke [31] and the aldo-keto
reductases are up-regulated in normal bronchial epithelium
and non-small cell lung tumor tissue from smokers compared
with non-smokers [32]. All of the genes listed above as well as
most of the differentially expressed genes that are members
of the GO molecular function category 'oxidoreductase activ-
ity' are among the most highly reversible genes, suggesting
that the up-regulation of these genes is driven by the acute
exposure to smoke-related toxins and returns to baseline
soon after the exposure to these compounds ceases. The
induction of these genes in airway epithelial cells after 15 min-
utes of exposure to tobacco smoke (GSE2302) lends further
support to this hypothesis.
In contrast to the rapidly reversible genes, the slowly reversi-
ble and irreversible genes reflect a more permanent host-
response to tobacco smoke. Interestingly, several of these
genes have been associated with the development of cancers
of epithelial origin. CEACAM5, carcinoembryonic antigen-
related cell adhesion molecule 5, is irreversibly up-regulated
by smoking and is elevated in the serum of cancer patients
with lung adenocarcinoma [33] and colorectal cancer [34].
SULF1 (sulfatase 1), a gene irreversibly down-regulated by
smoking, influences the sulfation state of residues present on
heparin sulfate proteoglycans, which are involved in cell
adhesion and mediate growth factor signaling. SULF1 was
found to be down-regulated in ovarian, breast, pancreatic,
renal, and hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines [35] and head
and neck squamous carcinomas [36]. UPK1B, uroplakin 1B,
plays a role in strengthening and stabilizing the apical cell
surface through interactions with the cytoskeleton [37].
UPK1B is irreversibly down-regulated by smoking and has
been shown to be reduced or absent in bladder carcinomas
through CpG methylation of the proximal promoter [38,39].
The enrichment of down-regulated genes among the irrevers-
ible, slowly reversible, and the least rapidly reversible genes
suggests that genetic or epigenetic mechanisms, such as
chromosomal loss [7,8] or changes to promoter methylation
status [11,12], might account for the relative permanence of
these gene expression differences. Given the rather rapid
turnover of airway epithelial cells, the persistence of these
changes post-smoking cessation may result from a clonal
growth advantage to epithelial cells in the airway harboring
these changes. Several of the down-regulated slowly reversi-
ble genes are present in cytoband 16q13, where a number of
metallothioneins are located. Metallothioneins have the abil-
ity to bind both essential metals, like copper and iron, as well
as toxic metals, such as cadmium and mercury. They also
have detoxification and antioxidant properties and may be
involved in cell proliferation and differentiation [40]. MT3
has been shown to be down-regulated by hypermethylation in
non-small cell lung tumors and cell lines [41]. In addition,
Characteristics of genes classified as irreversible, slowly reversible, or rapidly reversible based on their behavior in former smokersFigure 2 ( ee previous page)
Characteristics of genes classified as irreversible, slowly reversible, or rapidly reversible based on their behavior in former smokers. (a) Numbers of genes 
up-regulated (red) or down-regulated (blue) in current smokers compared to never smokers. The percentage of genes up-regulated in smoking decreases 
from the most to the least reversible tertile of rapidly reversible genes and is lowest in the slowly reversible and irreversible genes. (b) The age-adjusted 
fold change between never versus former smokers (y-axis) is plotted as a function of time since quitting smoking (x-axis) for the genes classified as slowly 
reversible. All the slowly reversible genes are down-regulated in smoking. The time point that the fold change equals 1.5 (see dotted line) is defined as the 
time that the genes become reversible. The time point at which this occurs is greater than 78 months (6.5 years) after smoking cessation for all of the 
slowly reversible genes.Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
R201.8 Genome Biology 2007,     Volume 8, Issue 9, Article R201       Beane et al. http://genomebiology.com/2007/8/9/R201metallothioneins are thought to regulate some zinc-depend-
ent transcription factors, such as the tumor suppressor p53,
by donating zinc [42]. Potential loss or methylation of the
chromosomal locus containing several metallothionein genes
may impair the ability of epithelial cells to protect or to repair
cellular injury from future environmental exposures that
occur after smoking cessation.
In order to confirm the observed effect of smoking and smok-
ing cessation described above, we compared our dataset with
Quantitative real time PCR results for select genes across never, former, and current smokersFigure 3
Quantitative real time PCR results for select genes across never, former, and current smokers. For each graph sample identifiers for never (orange), 
former (purple), and current (green) smokers are listed along the x-axis. The sample identifications P1, P2, and P3 refer to three samples collected 
prospectively from never smokers that do not have corresponding microarrays. The months since smoking cessation are listed below each former 
smoker. The relative expression level on the y-axis is the ratio of the expression level of a particular sample versus that of a dummy reference sample. (a) 
Plots of two rapidly reversible genes, CYP1B1 and ALDH3A1. (b) Plots of two irreversible genes, CEACAM5 and NQO1.
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Relationship between samples according to the expression of genes with different reversibility characteristicsFigure 4 (see followi g page)
Relationship between samples according to the expression of genes with different reversibility characteristics. PCAs are shown on the left for (a) the 
slowly reversible and irreversible genes (n = 34) and (b) the most rapidly reversible genes (n = 46). (c) False-color heatmaps are shown on the right for 
the slowly reversible and irreversible genes (top) and the most reversible tertile of rapidly reversible genes (bottom). Never, former, and current smokers 
are colored in orange, purple, and green respectively. The PCA and heatmaps were constructed using gene expression data normalized to a mean of zero 
and a standard deviation of 1. Never and current smokers are organized according to increasing age and former smokers are ordered by decreasing time 
since quitting smoking (denoted by the gradient) along the sample axis in the heatmap. Affymetrix identifications and HUGO gene symbols are listed for 
each gene as well as membership in two over-represented functional categories by EASE analysis.Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
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sets involving a variety of exposures. Reproducibility of find-
ings using different microarray datasets across similar
experimental conditions and cell types has not traditionally
been common practice because overlap between differentially
expressed gene sets is often surprisingly small [43]. New
methodologies for comparing datasets make the task more
feasible [44], and provide more powerful methods for deter-
mining commonalities between the observed responses of a
particular cell type under one or more conditions. The
tobacco exposure associated gene expression changes we
observed were concordant in three other datasets involving
tobacco smoke exposures. The most significant similarity
involved the gene expression consequences of tobacco smoke
exposure in the small airway epithelium of never and current
smokers (GSE3320). This suggests that the field of injury in
response to tobacco smoke is similar throughout both the
large and small airways. There was also significant similarity
between those genes we found to be up-regulated by smoking
and the immediate gene expression changes resulting from
acute tobacco exposure (GSE2302). This similarity was sig-
nificant for both rapidly reversible and irreversible/slowly
reversible up-regulated genes (data not shown). The lack of
similarity among genes down-regulated by smoking in our
dataset and GSE2302 may reflect differences between acute
and chronic cigarette smoke exposure, and suggests that up-
and down-regulated irreversible gene expression may occur
through different biological mechanisms. Additional large
datasets of acute and chronic tobacco smoke exposure are
needed to further explore these hypotheses.
There were also significant similarities between genes up-
and down-regulated by smoking and the gene expression dif-
ferences in additional datasets such as GSE5264 (cells under-
going mucociliary differentiation) and GSE1815 (interferon
gamma treated cells). These may provide biological insights
about the nature of airway epithelial response to tobacco
smoke exposure. The gene expression program that accompa-
nies mucociliary differentiation has led to the hypothesis that
cultured 'undifferentiated' epithelial cells may more closely
resemble damaged epithelium or neoplastic lesions in vivo
because many genes associated with normal squamous epi-
thelia, squamous cell carcinomas, or epidermal growth factor
receptor signaling are more highly expressed in undifferenti-
ated cells [24]. The similarity between genes up-regulated by
smoking in our dataset and genes that are more highly
expressed early in mucociliary differentiation together with
the similarity between genes down-regulated by smoking in
our dataset and genes that are more highly expressed late in
mucociliary differentiation might, therefore, reflect the cellu-
lar damage induced by smoke exposure. In addition, there
was similarity between genes up-regulated by smoking in our
dataset and genes down-regulated by treatment with inter-
feron gamma. As interferon gamma plays a role in lung
inflammatory responses, these similarities suggest that
tobacco smoke exposure may suppress inflammatory
responses in the airway. The relationships described above
and presented in the results between our dataset and the
other datasets are confirmed at a pathway level and suggest
that oxidoreductase activity and electron transporter activity
are among the important molecular functions of the
bronchial epithelium that are regulated in response to a wide
range of carcinogenic, inflammatory, and toxic exposures.
As an additional validation of the gene changes observed in
response to smoking and smoking cessation, we developed a
biomarker of tobacco smoke exposure. Using genes irreversi-
bly altered by cigarette smoke, we were able to classify an
independent sample set of former and current smokers
(GSE4115) and a sample set of smokers and non-smokers
(GSE5372) with high accuracy. Other datasets examining
additional inhaled toxins (for example, ozone or fumes from
charcoal stoves) are needed to determine if the persistent
genomic changes we have identified are tobacco smoke spe-
cific. However, our preliminary biomarker results demon-
strate the potential for developing a useful epidemiological
Table 2
EASE analysis results
System Category EASE score Permutation P value Reversibility group
GO molecular function Oxidoreductase activity 8.49E-08 1.00E-03 Rapidly reversible genes
GO molecular function Electron transporter activity 4.60E-06 1.00E-03 Rapidly reversible genes
GenMAPP pathway Homo sapienspentose phosphate pathway 8.59E-06 1.00E-03 Rapidly reversible genes
GO molecular function Oxidoreductase activity, acting on the CH-OH group of 
donors, NAD or NADP as acceptor
5.73E-05 2.00E-03 Rapidly reversible genes
GO molecular function Oxidoreductase activity, acting on CH-OH group of 
donors
7.59E-05 2.00E-03 Rapidly reversible genes
KEGG Pathway Carbohydrate metabolism - Homo sapiens 1.71E-04 4.00E-03 Rapidly reversible genes
Chromosomal location 16q13 2.02E-03 1.00E-03 Slowly reversible and 
irreversible genes
EASE was used to identify GO molecular function categories, KEGG pathways, GenMAPP pathways, and chromosomal locations over-represented 
(Permutation P ≤ 0.01) among genes designated as slowly reversible and irreversible or rapidly reversible compared to all annotated genes on the 
Affymetrix U133A microarray.Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
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extended to less invasive sites, such as the buccal and nasal
epithelium, as these are tissues that are also directly exposed
to tobacco smoke. Biomarkers of exposure are frequently
used to improve upon or validate information about tobacco
smoke exposure obtained by questionnaire; however, current
biomarkers of tobacco exposure (for example, cotinine [45]
and NNAL, a metabolite of the tobacco-specific nitrosamine
NNK [46,47]) are limited to detecting recent exposure. Devel-
opment of a biomarker for long-term past exposure using
gene expression could have widespread epidemiological
utility. We are further interested to determine if there is suf-
ficient similarity in the gene expression differences caused by
distant and low-level tobacco smoke exposure such that a
biomarker of past exposure could also detect current or past
passive smoke exposure.
Conclusion
We have, for the first time, categorized smoking-related
changes in airway gene expression by their degree of
reversibility upon smoking cessation, which begins to provide
insights into the mechanisms leading to persistent gene
expression changes in the airway epithelium exposed to
tobacco smoke. Further understanding of these mechanisms
may aid in understanding why former smokers remain at risk
for developing lung cancer years after quitting smoking and
perhaps aid in developing treatments to lower this risk. In
addition, a biomarker of past tobacco smoke exposure based
on the expression of the genes that do not return to baseline
levels after smoking cessation has the potential to provide a
useful tool for epidemiological studies.
Materials and methods
Patient population
We obtained airway epithelial brushings from never, current,
and former smokers undergoing fiberoptic bronchoscopy
between April 2003 and January 2006 (n = 281 samples,
including replicates (n = 12)). Subjects with lung cancer or
unknown lung cancer status were excluded from the analyses
(n = 119). Demographics, including age, pack years, and
months since quitting smoking, were obtained from each sub-
ject. The subjects were recruited from four institutions: Bos-
ton University Medical Center, Boston, MA; Boston Veterans
Administration, West Roxbury, MA; Lahey Clinic, Burling-
ton, MA; and St James's Hospital, Dublin, Ireland. The Insti-
tutional Review Boards of all of the medical centers approved
Table 3
Two group comparisons examined for each of the GEO datasets
Dataset Condition 1 Condition 2 No. of samples in
condition 1
No. of samples in
condition 2
Significant dataset
GSE3320 Non smokers Smokers 5 6 *
GSE2302 Control Smoke 15 min, 24 hr recovery 9 5 **
GSE2302 Control Smoke 15 min, 4 and 24 hr recovery 9 9 *
GSE2302 Control Smoke 15 min, 4 hr recovery 9 4 **
GSE1276 Untreated, 2 and 4 h S9+CSCA/
CSCB
8 and 12 h S9+CSCA/CSCB 10 8 *
GSE1276 S9 2, 4, 8 and 12 h S9+CSCA 2, 4, 8, 12 h 8 8
GSE1276 S9 2, 4, 8 and 12 h S9+CSCB 2, 4, 8, 12 h 8 8
GSE1815 Untreated 8 and 24 h INF-gamma treated 24 h 9 5 **
GSE1815 Untreated 8 and 24 h INF-gamma treated 8 and 24 h 9 9 *
GSE2111 Control Zinc sulfate 4 4 *
GSE2111 Control Vanadium 4 4
GSE5264 Days 0 through 8 Days 10 through 28 14 16 *
GSE620 Control 4-PBA 12 and 24 h 5 6 *
GSE620 Control 4-PBA 24 h 5 3 **
GSE3397 Control RSV 24 h 4 4
GSE3397 Control RSV 4 and 24 h 4 8 *
GSE3183 Control IL13 4, 12, and 24 h 6 9
GSE3183 Control IL13 24 h 6 3
GSE3183 Control + IL13 4 h IL13 12 and 24 h 9 6 *
GSE3004 Pre-allergen challenge Post-allergen challenge 5 5
The GEO series accessions as well as the description and numbers of samples in each of the conditions are listed for each comparison. Datasets 
where genes differentially expressed between condition 1 and condition 2 demonstrated similarity to genes differentially expressed between current 
and never smokers in our dataset are indicated by the presence of one or two asterisks. Only comparisons indicated by a single asterisk are shown 
in Figure 5. S9, rat S9 microsomal fraction; CSC, cigarette smoke condensate; INF-gamma, interferon gamma; 4-PBA, 4-phenylbutyrate; RSV, 
respiratory syncytial virus; IL13, interleukin 13.Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
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Similarities and differences between our dataset and other bronchial airway datasets. (a) GSEA was used to determine if there was a gene expression 
relationship between other airway datasets (see Table 3 for a description of conditions 1 and 2) and our dataset based on the genes we identified to be 
regulated by smoking. The normalized enrichment score is plotted for datasets that had a FDR < 0.25. (b) Gene lists derived from functional categories 
and chromosomal locations found to be over-represented by EASE analysis in our dataset were tested for enrichment in our dataset and the other ten 
datasets using GSEA. A false-color heatmap of the positive (red) and negative (blue) normalized enrichment scores (with a FDR < 0.25) is shown for each 
category. An asterisk indicates the results passed a stricter FDR < 0.05. The nine datasets and conditions that yielded significant results in either (a) or (b) 
are indicated in Table 3 by the presence of a single asterisk.
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nthe study and all subjects provide written informed consent.
With the exception of nine samples, all samples used in the
analyses were included in studies previously published by our
group [15,26,48] (Additional data file 4).
Airway epithelial cell collection
Bronchial airway epithelial cells were obtained from the right
mainstem bronchus with an endoscopic cytobrush (Cellebrity
Endoscopic Cytobrush, Boston Scientific, Boston, MA, USA).
RNA was isolated and its integrity and epithelial cell content
was confirmed as described previously [26].
Microarray data acquisition
We processed, labeled and hybridized 6-8 μg of total RNA to
Affymetrix HG-U133A GeneChips containing 22,283
probesets as described previously [15]. We obtained log2-nor-
malized probe-level data using the GCRMA algorithm [49]
because it maximized the correlation between technical repli-
cates compared to the Microarray Suite 5.0 algorithm and
performed equivalently to a similar method, RMA (robust
multichip average) [50] (Additional data file 3). All 281 sam-
ples (including replicates) collected during the study period
were used for sample filtering. A z-score filter was applied to
filter out arrays of poor quality. The filter involves computing
an average z-score statistic across all probesets for each sam-
ple using z-score normalized data so that the mean gene
expression value across all samples for each probeset is 0 and
the standard deviation is 1 [26]. Samples with high average z-
scores were eliminated in addition to the 119 samples with
lung cancer or unknown lung cancer status, leaving 104 sam-
ples - 21 never smokers without cancer (N), 31 former smok-
ers without cancer (F), and 52 current smokers without
cancer (C). The data can be accessed through GEO accession
GSE7895.
Modeling the effect of smoking and smoking cessation
Linear regression models were used to identify genes differ-
entially expressed as a function of tobacco smoke exposure.
These genes were further analyzed to describe gene expres-
sion changes upon smoking cessation. For each probeset, the
relationship between gene expression in log2 scale (ge), age,
current smoking status (xcurr = 1 for current smokers and 0
otherwise), former smoking status (xform = 1 for former smok-
ers and 0 otherwise), and the interaction between former
smoking status and months elapsed since quitting smoke (xtq)
was examined with the linear regression model:
gei = β0 + βage * xage + βcurr * xcurr + βform 
* xform + βform.tg * xform * xtq + εi (1)
where εi represents the error that we assumed was normally
distributed. The equation describes the expression of a probe
i for never and current smokers as:
Never Smoker: gei = β0 + βage * xage + εi (2)
Current Smoker: gei = β0 + βage * xage + βcurr * 1 + εi
(3)
Age was included in the model to control for the potentially
confounding effects of age and smoking status (Table 1). By
difference, the age-adjusted fold change between current and
never smokers is 2^βcurr. The standard least-square method
was used to estimate the regression coefficients, and the sig-
nificance of the regression coefficients was tested using the t-
test. Goodness of fit of the models was assessed by analysis of
residuals.
Probesets differentially expressed between current and never
smokers were defined by two requirements. First, a q-value
[51] for the regression coefficient βcurr < 0.05 (which corre-
sponded to P < 7.6 × 10-4). The q-value is the expected propor-
tion of false positives incurred when calling probesets with
this q-value or smaller significant and was used to correct for
multiple comparisons. Second, an absolute value of the βcurr
coefficient >0.584, which corresponds to an age-adjusted fold
change of expression >1.5. A fold change cutoff was chosen
because of the little power provided by our sample size to
detect smaller changes using multivariate linear regression
models [52]. After the q-value and fold change criteria were
Table 4
Biomarker of tobacco smoke exposure constructed using the 28 irreversible genes
Training set Test set GSE4115 GSE5372
Never Former All Current Former Current All Non-smokers Smokers All
Number Classified Correctly 21 31 52 46 38 38 76 4 4 8
Total Number 21 31 52 52 47 38 85 4 5 9
Accuracy 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 88.5% 80.9% 100.0% 89.4% 100.0% 80.0% 88.9%
Mean of Random sets 52.5% 59.2% 59.2% 50.1%
P value 0 0.102 0.013 0.001
The accuracy of the biomarker is reported for the training set samples, test set samples, samples from dataset GSE4115 that do not overlap with the 
present study, and samples from GSE5372. The P values represent the proportion of 1,000 random training sets that have the same or better 
accuracy on the tested samples as the actual biomarker.Genome Biology 2007, 8:R201
R201.14 Genome Biology 2007,     Volume 8, Issue 9, Article R201       Beane et al. http://genomebiology.com/2007/8/9/R201applied, probesets with the same gene symbol (according to
the June 2006 HG-U133A Affymetrix annotation files), were
filtered such that only the probeset with the lowest q-value
was retained. All probesets without gene symbol annotation,
however, were included.
The behavior of the probesets selected in the first comparison
was further analyzed in former smokers. The linear model
shown in equation 1 describes the expression of a probe i in
former smokers as:
Former Smoker: gei = β0 + βage * xage + βform * 1 + βform.tq * 1 * xtq + εi (4)
and allows us to further classify probes based on the pattern
of expression in former smokers as a function of time since
quitting smoking with respect to never smokers (Figure 1).
From equation 4, we see that the expression of a probeset in a
former smoker differs from that of a never smoker if the
regression coefficient βform is significantly different from 0.
The difference can be unrelated to time elapsed since quitting
if the regression coefficient βform.tq is not significantly differ-
ent from 0, or it can change over time if βform.tq is significantly
different from 0. In the latter case, when the changes over
time are monotone, we can identify the time point at which
the fold change was equal to 1.5 (|βform + βform.tq * xform * xtq| =
0.584). This led us to the following definitions. First, a gene
was defined as 'rapidly reversible' if the regression coefficient
βform was not significantly different from 0 (P = 0.001). Sec-
ond, a gene was defined as 'irreversible' if the regression coef-
ficient βform.tq was not significantly different from 0 (P = 0.01),
but the βform coefficient was significantly different from 0 (P <
0.001) and the absolute βform coefficient was >0.584 (corre-
sponding to an age-adjusted fold change between formers
and never smokers >1.5). Third, a gene was defined as 'inde-
terminate' if the regression coefficient βform.tq was not signifi-
cantly different from 0 (P = 0.01), but the βform coefficient was
significantly different from 0 (P < 0.001) and the absolute
βform coefficient ≤0.584. Fourth, a gene was defined as 'slowly
reversible' if the regression coefficients βform and βform.tq were
significantly different from 0 (P < 0.001, and P < 0.01, respec-
tively) and the absolute βform coefficient >0.584. The genes
were characterized by the time point (tq) where |βform +βform.tq * xform * xtq | = 0.584. This corresponds to the time
point where the age-adjusted fold change of never versus
former smokers was equal to 1.5 (since all genes classified as
slowly reversible were down-regulated by smoking).
In addition, to characterize the range of reversibility among
genes designated as rapidly reversible, the percent reversibil-
ity for each gene was calculated according to the formula:
. In rare cases where the former smoker versus
never smoker fold change was slightly higher than the current
versus never smoker fold change, the percentage was set to
100%; and in cases where the former smokers expression lev-
els returned to a slightly lower level than never smokers, the
percentage was set at 0%. The reversible genes were divided
into tertiles based on this reversibility percentage.
Relationship of irreversible and reversible genes to 
other bronchial epithelial cell datasets
NCBI's microarray data repository, GEO [53], was queried for
human bronchial epithelial cell samples in August 2006.
Processed data were downloaded from GEO for each dataset
(ten datasets total) that contained more than three total sam-
ples, contained more than two total samples per condition,
and that was processed using whole genome arrays (Addi-
tional data file 2). The 175 genes differentially expressed
between current and never smokers were mapped to the var-
ious datasets. PCAs were performed for each dataset across
the mapped probesets using z-score normalized data. Graphs
of the first versus second principal component were used as
guides to decide what groups of samples show differential
expression of the genes we identified as being differentially
expressed between current and never smokers (data not
shown).
The relationship was subsequently defined quantitatively
using GSEA [44] (available through the GenePattern software
[54]). The samples in each dataset from above were divided
into two groups based on the experimental design - control
versus the treated samples. If the samples were treated at two
different time points, however, the time points were either
combined into one treated group or kept separate for differ-
ent comparisons between the control and the treated group at
a particular time point (the PCAs from above were used to
guide these decisions; Table 3). For each comparison, the
probesets were mapped to gene symbols using GSEA's
Affymetrix annotation files; or, in the case of the two non-
Affymetrix arrays (datasets GSE2302 and GSE1276), the
annotation file human-library.txt [55] was used. The redun-
dant gene symbols were collapsed using a script written in the
R Language for Statistical Computing [56] that retained the
probesets with the highest absolute signal to noise ratio. This
strategy was chosen so that all potentially differentially
expressed genes were included in the analyses. The collapsed
datasets were evaluated using GSEA to determine if the gene
sets listed below were also differentially expressed in the
datasets by the signal to noise statistic comparing treatment
versus control. The following gene sets were tested: slowly
reversible and irreversible genes up-regulated by smoking;
slowly reversible and irreversible genes down-regulated by
smoking; rapidly reversible genes up-regulated by smoking;
rapidly reversible genes down-regulated by smoking; all
genes up-regulated by smoking; all genes down-regulated by
smoking. Significant enrichment was defined as a p value <
0.05 and a FDR < 0.25 derived using 10,000 gene-label
permutations.
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EASE [16] was used to identify GO molecular function catego-
ries, KEGG pathways, GenMAPP pathways, and chromo-
somal cytobands over-represented among genes designated
as slowly reversible and irreversible or reversible compared to
all annotated genes on the Affymetrix U133A microarray
(Permutation P ≤ 0.01). GSEA was subsequently performed
using gene lists derived from each significant EASE category
to identify which of these over-represented categories were
enriched in genes up- or down-regulated in each GEO dataset
(Table 3). The enrichment of EASE categories observed in our
dataset was confirmed using GSEA in which the βcurr smoking
status coefficient (representing the magnitude of the differ-
ence between current and never smokers) was used to order
the probesets.
Biomarker for past smoke exposure
A biomarker of past exposure using the irreversible genes (n
= 28) was trained on the never and former smokers using a
SVM classification system with a linear kernel via the R pack-
age e1071 [57]. The SVM model was tested on the training set
and three different test sets - the current smokers in the
present study, current and former smokers that were not
included in the present study from dataset GSE4511 previ-
ously published by our group, and GSE5372, which included
gene expression measurement from large airway epithelial
cells in 4 non-smokers and 5 current smokers at different
time points (22 samples total) [58]. The biomarker was used
to predict the class of the GSE5372 samples taken at the initial
time point (n = 9). P values for the performance of the
biomarker were established by randomizing the class labels of
the training set, re-running the algorithm 1,000 times, and
calculating the proportion of the random runs that produced
biomarkers that had the same or better accuracy in the test set
samples.
Quantitative real time PCR
Quantitative RT-PCR analysis was used to confirm the differ-
ential expression of two irreversible and two rapidly reversi-
ble genes known to play roles in the detoxification of tobacco
smoke and pathogenesis of lung cancer. Primer sequences for
the four genes (ALDH3A1, CEACAM5, CYP1B1, and NQO1)
were designed with PRIMER EXPRESS software (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA)) (Additional data file 5). Primer
sequences of the housekeeping gene GAPDH were adopted
from Vandesompele et al. [59]. RNA samples (1 μg of residual
RNA from the samples used in the microarray analysis) were
treated with DNAfree (Ambion, Foster City, CA), according to
the manufacturer's protocol, to remove contaminating
genomic DNA. Total RNA was reverse-transcribed by using
random hexamers (Applied Biosystems) and SuperScript II
reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The result-
ing first-strand cDNA was diluted with nuclease-free water
(Ambion) to 4 ng/μl. PCR amplification mixtures (25 μl) con-
tained 20 ng template cDNA, 12.5 μl of 2× SYBR Green PCR
master mix (Applied Biosystems) and 300 nM forward and
reverse primers. Forty cycles of amplification and data acqui-
sition were carried out in an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detec-
tor (Applied Biosystems). Threshold determinations were
automatically performed by Sequence Detection Software
(version 1.9.1; Applied Biosystems) for each reaction. All real-
time PCR experiments were carried out in triplicate on each
sample (mean of the triplicate shown). Four never, 3 former,
and 2 current smokers were chosen for each gene based on
the amount of RNA available (17 samples total: 6 current, 7
former, and 1 never smoker from this study and 3 additional
never smokers collected prospectively).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses and hierarchical clustering were con-
ducted using R statistical software v 2.2.1 and Bioconductor
packages [60].
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Additional data files
The following additional data are available with the online
version of this paper. Additional data file 1 lists classifications
of genes differentially expressed between current and never
smokers according to their behavior in former smokers. For
each gene the following information is given: the Affymetrix
identification, the HUGO gene symbol, the direction of the
change (up- or down-regulated in current smokers with
respect to never smokers), the gene classification based on
behavior of former smokers, and the percent reversibility.
Additional data file 2 provides a Summary of human bron-
chial epithelial datasets downloaded from GEO. For each
dataset the following information is included: GEO series
identification, microarray platform, cell type, where the cells
were obtained, cell donor information (if applicable), number
of samples, experiment type, exposure, experiment descrip-
tion, data preprocessing, and PUBMED identification (if
applicable). Additional data file 3 shows that GCRMA andGenome Biology 2007, 8:R201
R201.16 Genome Biology 2007,     Volume 8, Issue 9, Article R201       Beane et al. http://genomebiology.com/2007/8/9/R201RMA maximize the correlation between replicate samples.
Average Pearson correlations between seven pairs of replicate
samples where probeset gene expression values were deter-
mined using Microarray Suite 5.0 (MAS 5.0), log-trans-
formed data from Microarray Suite 5.0 (Log2 MAS 5.0), and
RMA. The average, standard deviation, and median of the
correlation coefficients are shown. Additional data file 4 gives
GEO identifications for never, former, and current smokers.
This file explains how the samples used in the present study
overlap with previous publications. GEO identifications are
provided for each sample for the present study and for the
previously published studies (each study used different data
preprocessing). GEO identification 1 refers to the study pub-
lished in [15] (15210990), GEO identification 2 refers to the
study published in [27] (17334370), and GEO identification 3
refers to the present study. The study published in [48]
(15608264) did not have an accompanying GEO submission.
Additional data file 5 lists the quantitative real time PCR
primer sequences. Primer sequences for the four candidate
genes (ALDH3A1, CEACAM5, CYP1B1, and NQO1) designed
with PRIMER EXPRESS software (Applied Biosystems), and
the primer sequences of the housekeeping gene GAPDH
adopted from Vandesompele et al. [59].
Additional data file 1Classifications o  genes differentially expressed between current an  never smokers according to their behavior in former smokersFor each gene the following inf rmation is given: the Affymetrixident , HUGO g n  sy bol, t  dir ction of the cha ge (up- or dow -regul t d i  current sm ke s with resp c  to nev  smok rs), th  gen cla s fi ation based on behavi r of for r , and th p rcent rev i ili y.ic  here f r fil 2S mma y of human br chial ep hel al d tasets d nloaded fromGEO dat et th  f llowing i for ati i  n lud d: GEO seriescr a ray plat , c l  type, wh re th c lls wobtaine , cell d or inform ( f applicabl ), number f am-p , exp ri ent type, exposu , exp riment d crip io , at  p -rocessin , an PUBMED dent ic (if ppli abl ).3CRMA n  RMA m xim ze he cor a on b tw n r plica  a plverag  Pearson at o s b w n s v a rs f repli at  sa where p b s t g ne exp sion v u re et rmined usingM ar y Suit 5.0 (MAS 5.0), l g- ra sformed data o  Mic or y Suit  5.0 (L g2 AS 5.0), and RMA. Th  av ag , sta d d deviatio d dia  f t c rre ffic ents r show .4d t ica ions n v , fo , nd cu  kersThi f l xpl i s how th sampl s used i  th s nt study v lapwi h p vi us publi i s. GEO d t fic ions a v ore c s mpl f r p e t tud a d for t previ u y p bli h dtu s (e ch d us d ff r t at r c si ). d -tif i 1 refe  h s udy publi h d [15] (15210990), GEO2 r f rs t   s udy pub sh [27] (17334370),GEO ide fi a ion 3 r s o th re ent u y. The tu y ubl d  [48] (15608264) did no h n pa ng GEOm .Q ta v r al ti PCR imer qu cP i q c can d g es (ALDH3A1,ACAM5 CYP1B , NQO1) gn  w t  PRIMER EXPR SSftw (Appl B sy t he rim qu c  of h  h us k g GA H d p ed f m Va d p l  t l.[59].
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